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This document serves as a cover and transmittal letter to NASA JSC of the final
reports required under Contract NAS9-14634. We review the required end item products
and refer to the companion documents.
1. Advanced Graphics
The latest TEMPUS installation occurred in March, 1985. Another update is
slated for early June, 1985. An updated User's Manual is in preparation and will be
delivered approximately mid-June, 1985. NASA JSC has full source code listings and
internal documentation for installed software. NASA JSC staff has received instruction
in the use of TEMPUS. Telephone consultations have augmented on-site instruction.
2. User Interface Enhancement
This report is provided under the title User Interface Enhancement Report.
S. Interfaces and Exchange Systems
The applicability of IGES as a database standard was investigated and found
deficient at this time. The observations and conclusions have been incorporated into the
System Integration Report instead.
4. Biodynamice
The four reports in this area are provided separately under three titles Motion
Analysis Report, Strength Marling Report, and Zero-Gravity Motion Studies. The
report on Reach Kinematics is embedded in both the motion analysis and the strength
modeling reports. It was felt that there was insufficient information available to produce
a substantial document in this area and that the relevant information was already
adequately described elsewhere in the other reports.
b. System Integration
This report is provided under the title System Integration Report.
6. Equipment
Equipment purchased under NAS9-16634 is recognized to be the property of
NASA. We will be happy to retain this equipment to continue TEMPUS development as
long as the contract monitor is agreeable.
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7. Summary of Scientific Aceomplishments
A number of scien0c paper, theses, and one boom have been generated by the
SUS project. A summary of these research w2tributions appears here.
1.Aa
Geometr' nvest i do of Reach MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1985
men U ICorran).
2. •Positioning and animating human figurer in a tank-oriented environment,•
to appear in The Visual Com uter. The International Journal o gMuterGraphics 1985TI^orman 	 orein, ameaorem,
Lynne S. Brotman).
3. •Parametric keyframe interpolation incorporating kinetic adjustment and
phrasing control, • to appear in Computer Gravitiesanhies 19, Jur 1985 (Scott
N. Steketee and Norman L Badler).
4. •The window controller, • to appear in CM Transactions on Graphics, 1985(Norman I. Badler and Tamar E. Grano
S. •GUIDE: Graphical User Interface Development Environment , • Granor).
Trends and Applications Confere nce, IEEE, 1985 (Tamar E. Granor and
Norman 7E Radler).
6. •Hierarchical reasoning: Simulating complex processes over multiple levels of
abstraction, • First Annual Workshou on Robotics and Ewe Systems.
Instrument Society of America, 1985 Paul FQ;Wk and Norman I. Badler .
7. •TEMPUS: A system for the design and simulation of human figures in a
task-oriented environment, • First Annual Workshop on Robotics and Expert
Systems. Instrument Society of America, 1985 Norman L Badler, Jon Korein,
James Korein, Gerry Radack, Lynne S. Brotman).
8. • Generating soft shadows with a depth-buffer algorithm, • IEEE Computer
Graphics and Applications, Oct. 1984 (Lynne S. Brotman and Norman
I. Badler).
9. •Temporal anti-aliasing in computer generated animation, • Com uter
Graphics 17(3), July 1983, pp. 377-388 (Jon Korein and Norman I. Badler).
10. •Techniques for goal-directed movement, • IEEE Computer Gra hies and
Applications, Nov. 1982, pp. 71-81 (James U. Korein sad Norman I. BadlerF
11. •The Computer Graphics Scene in America s Proc. Euro a hics '84 Coat.,
Copenhagen, Denmark (Norman I. Badler and Ingrid arlbom), invited.
12.•Modeling and animating the human form, • (Abstract only, invited) Proc.
Graphics Interface Conference 1984 (Norman I. Badler).
13. •TEMPUS: A system for the design and simulation of mobile agents in a
workstation and tank environment, • Proc. Trends and A lications
Conference IEEE, 1983, pp. 263-269 (Norman I. Badler, Bonnie L. ebber,
James Morel, and Jon D. Korein).
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S. Summery of Person1w
NASA Contract NAS4 .1OM has helped support a number of individuals who
lave, by virtue of their degrees and publications, contributed to scientific and technical
knowledge. Their efforts on T1:11+1PU3 are gratefnllyacknowledged. In addition, the
TEMPUS project has provided interesting end challenging problems for many other,
non-supported students, both graduate and undergraduate. The lid of people in long but
worth mentioning.
1. Jonathan D. Korein: Research Specialist.
2. Craig Meyer. System Programmer.
3. Philip Lee: PhD (expected), Strength and dynamics modes.
4. Paul Fishwick: PhD 1986 (expected), Hierarchical Reasoning.
S. Tamar Granor: PhD 1985 (expected), GUIDE: Graphical User Interface
Development Environment.
5. Stephen Platt: PhD 1985 (expected), Realistic manipulation and animation
of facial expressions.
7. Gerald Radack: PhD 1984, Local matching of surfaces using boundary-
centered radial decomposition.
8. James Korein: PhD 1984, A geometric investigation of reach.
9. Kamran Manoochehrk MSE 1985, Graphics for TEMPUS.
10.Barry Hunter: MSE 1985, Crow's system on the IRIS 1400.
11. Jeff Gangel: MSE 1985, • Checklist processing in TEMPUS. •
12. Jane Rovins: MSE 1985, •The TEMPUS animator.'
13.Alf Newlin: MSE 1985, Reach workspaces.
14.Skona Libowitz: MSE 1985, Checklist parser design.
15.Scott Steketee: MSE 1984, •Parametric keyframe interpolation incorporating
kinetic adjustment and phrasing control-0
16.S. David Eisenberg: MSE 1984, • Synchronizing animation to sound. •
17.Lynne Shapiro Brotman: MSE 1984, 'A method for generating shadows with
an umbra and penumbra in computer generated images. •
18.Marion Hamermesh: MSE 1984, TEMPUS animation system.
19.Douglas :aom: MSE 1983, 'A user-oriented interface control of an
interactive computer graphics system.'






21. Frank Ganis: MSE 1983, SurfsUp.
22. Cheryl McNally: MSE 1983, Su: fsUp and spherical polygons.
23. James Schardt: MSE 1983, CORE maintenance.
24. Jeffrey Beale: BSE 1985, Torso bending and breathing.
25. Brian Barr: BSE 1985, TEMPUS-Crow system interface.
26. Sui Wong: BSE 1985, Human strength models.
27. Nina Taft: BSE 1985, Articulated body dynamics in free-fall.
28. David Sirkin: BSE 1985, A keyframe animator.
29. Graham Walters: BSE 1985, Real-time animation playback.
30. Joel Sackman: BSE 1985, Improvements to TEMPUS menu system.
31. Marcus Bryan: BSE 1985, Sound system playback.
32. Dan Petreanu: BSE 1985, Body-object and object-object clearance
computation.
33. Joe Salvador: BSE 1985, Design of dynamics adjustment in TEMPUS
animator.
34. Jon Hanover: BSE 1985, A window manager for CORE.
35. Glenn Fala: BSE 1985, Checklist parser.
36. Carolyn Brown: BSE 1984, Polybody.
37. David Turvene: BSE 1984, Workstation hierarchy menus
38. Jim Jeletic: BSE 1984, Reference frames.
39. Mukul Agrawala: BSE 1984, Path planning and collision detection.
40. Duc Nguyen: BSE 1984, Texture generation.
41. Mike Mahoney: BSE 1984, Orientation reach.
42. Young-Ho Kwon: BSE 1984, Polhemus interface to CORE.
43. Gwen Shields: BSE 1984, Checklist parser design.
44. Jonathan Cohen: BSE 1983, Grinnell driver.




The Cmal accounting sheets for NA39-16634 from the University of Pennsylvania
account system follow.
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